The Human Brain Control of Locomotion Lab is seeking older adults for a walking and brain imaging study.

Participants are asked to take part in a walking study with 3, two-hour visits to the lab located at the Currie Athletics Centre (475 Ave des Pins). Testing will require walking on a specialized treadmill and brain imaging. PET images of the brain will be taken, which requires an injection. Compensation for time and effort will be provided ($100). Parking or transport within Montreal is available.

Participants are…
- Healthy Older Adult (60+) OR Adult with Parkinson’s disease
- Able to walk independently (without the use of a walking aid) for 40 minutes.
- Comfortable with MRI and PET imaging of their brain (non clausterphobic)

If you are interested in participating, or would like more information, please contact:
Dorelle Hinton, MSc
dorelle.hinton@mail.mcgill.ca
514-398-4184 ext 09833